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Environmental context. Poly- and perfluorinated alkyl substances (PFASs) include a wide range of individual
compounds that are used in many consumer products, but only a few physicochemical property data are
available for these chemicals. Herewe provide estimates of physicochemical properties (vapour pressure, water
solubility, etc.) of 130 individual PFASs derived with a quantum-chemical model. Our results provide insight
into the effect of molecular structure on the properties of PFASs and a basis for estimating the environmental
partitioning and fate of PFASs.

Abstract. Recently, there has been concern about the presence of poly- and perfluorinated alkyl substances (PFASs) in
the environment, biota and humans. However, lack of physicochemical data has limited the application of environmental

fatemodels to understand the environmental distribution and ultimate fate of PFASs.We employ the COSMOthermmodel
to estimate physicochemical properties for 130 individual PFASs, namely perfluoroalkyl acids (including branched
isomers for C4–C8 perfluorocarboxylic acids), their precursors and some important intermediates. The estimated

physicochemical properties are interpreted using structure-property relationships and rationalised with insight into
molecular interactions. Within a homologous series of linear PFASs with the same functional group, both air–water and
octanol–water partition coefficient increasewith increasing perfluorinated chain length, likely due to increasingmolecular
volume. For PFASs with the same perfluorinated chain length but different functional groups, the ability of the functional

group to form hydrogen bonds strongly influences the chemicals’ partitioning behaviour. The partitioning behaviour of all
theoretically possible branched isomers can vary considerably; however, the predominant isopropyl and monomethyl
branched isomers in technical mixtures have similar properties as their linear counterparts (differences below 0.5 log

units). Our property estimates provide a basis for further environmental modelling, but with some caveats and limitations.

Introduction

Poly- and perfluorinated alkyl substances (PFASs) are chemi-
cals that have partially and completely fluorinated carbon chains

of various lengths. These substances have been produced in
large quantities since the 1950s and are employed in a wide
variety of applications, including coatings, lubricants, paints,

cosmetics, surfactants and firefighting foams.[1] Recently, cer-
tain PFASs have attracted attention as environmental pollutants
of high concern. They have been found in the environment and
biota all over the world, including in remote regions,[2] and also

in human food items.[3] Certain PFASs are suspected of having
high persistence,[4,5] potential for bioaccumulation,[6–9] and
toxicity,[10,11] but there is still an incomplete understanding of

their sources, transport and ultimate fate in the environment.
To address this knowledge gap, environmental fate models

have been applied to describe the sources and environmental

distribution of some PFASs.[12–18] To date, these studies have
mainly focussed on perfluorocarboxylic acids (PFCAs) with
perfluorinated chain lengths of 7–12 carbons (which are often

termed C8–C13 PFCAs including the carboxylic acid carbon),
C8 perfluorosulfonic acid (PFOS) and a few related substances.

One of the barriers to applyingmodels to awider range of PFASs
is a lack of physicochemical property data that are required as
model inputs. Important properties in this regard include: PL,

liquid vapour pressure; KAW, air–water partition coefficient;
KOW, octanol–water partition coefficient; KOA, octanol–air
partition coefficient; SO, solubility in octanol; and SW, solubility

in water.
Ideally, these physicochemical properties should be deter-

mined in laboratory experiments, and considerable efforts have
been made to do so. However, experimental determination of

property data for the PFASs is challenging because the property
values lie near the limits of applicability of many methods, and
the compounds readily adsorb to surfaces of measuring appara-

tus.[19] Hence, to date few experimental data are available, as
summarised in the Table A1 in the Accessory publication.

Another barrier to laboratory determination of property data

for PFASs is the large number of compounds of potential
interest. Products with a wide variety of functional groups on
fluorinated alkyl chains as short as three carbons have been

produced for speciality chemical applications. In addition,
during more than 50 years of global PFAS manufacturing, the
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two major synthetic methods (electrochemical fluorination

(ECF) and telomerisation) produced PFAS mixtures with dif-
ferent isomeric compositions.[1] There is currently scientific
interest in understanding the isomer-specific environmental and

biological behaviour of PFASs, which will require isomer-
specific physicochemical data. Measurement of these properties
has been hindered by a lack of pure standards for branched
isomers as well as challenges in developing isomer-specific

analytical methods and therefore only a few attempts have been
made to measure properties of individual isomers of PFCAs.[20]

As a supplement to laboratory determination, studies using

computational methods have been conducted to estimate some
physicochemical properties for a few PFASs.[2,21] COS-
MOtherm is a quantum chemistry-based method that requires

no specific calibration, and thus is expected to be adaptable to
estimating properties for PFASs, for which only few calibration
data are available. In support of this view, properties estimated
with COSMOtherm in a recent study showed good agreement

with the experimental data for a limited number of PFASs.[21]

The goals of this work are to further evaluate the performance
of the COSMOtherm model by comparing modelled property

data with available measured data, and to extend the application
of the model to a much larger set of PFASs, including branched
isomers for C4–C8 PFCAs. We analyse the model results in

terms of variability in calculated property data for different
conformations of PFASs, the influence of functional groups and
fluorinated carbon chain length on physicochemical properties,

and differences of physicochemical properties for substances
with different branching patterns.

The property data estimated with COSMOtherm and reported
here are only for neutral PFAS monomers, and only describe

absorption into a phase. They provide a basis for further environ-
mental modelling, but only with several caveats and limitations.
The data do not account for adsorption of PFASs to surfaces, or

the formation of aggregates, which may occur in the environment
due to the strong surfactant properties of many PFASs. Addition-
ally, many PFASs have acidic functional groups, and therefore

their overall partitioning in the environmentwill be determinedby
the fractions of the (neutral) acid and (anionic) conjugate base that
are present, and the partitioning of both the neutral and anionic
form. More detailed information about the limitations of these

data is provided in the ‘Discussion’ section.

Methods

The COSMOtherm model and COSMO-RS theory

Detailed information about the COSMOtherm model can be

found in the review by Klamt et al.[22] Briefly, the
COSMOthermmodel is based on the ‘Conductor-like Screening
Model for Real Solvents’ (COSMO-RS) theory,[23] in which

solute molecules are assumed to be embedded in a cavity within
a virtual conductor environment formed by the solvent. The total
energy of the molecule and the 3-D polarisation charge density
(s) on the molecular surface is calculated with a quantum

chemical self-consistent field algorithm, which also calculates
the strength of electrostatic, hydrogen bonding and dispersion
interactions between the molecule and the virtual conductor.

The strength of these interactions is then used to predict the
chemical potential of molecules in the solvent using statistical
thermodynamics. The physicochemical properties (PL, SW, SO,

KAW, KOW and KOA) are directly estimated from the chemical
potential of the solute in solutions of water and octanol, in the
pure liquid phase and in the gas phase.

The COSMOtherm calculations are based on the 3-D polar-

isation charge density of the solute molecule. Therefore, the 3-D
conformation of the molecule influences the modelled interac-
tions with the solvent and thus affects the calculated partitioning

behaviour.[24] For instance, the formation of intramolecular
hydrogen bonds competes with intermolecular hydrogen bond-
ing and thus increases the chemical potential of substances in
solvents where intermolecular hydrogen bonds can be formed.

We used the following steps to select molecular conformations
used to calculate properties: (1) determination of starting 3-D
structures by applying ‘ChemBio 3-D’ (v.12.0, Cambridge

Software); (2) conformer search and categorisation of confor-
mers using similarity-based cluster analysis (covering energy,
structure, surface charge distribution of different conformers) by

applying COSMOconf (v.2.1, COSMOlogic GmbH&Co. KG);
(3) COSMO-RS calculation including geometry optimisation
utilising ‘TURBOmole’ (v.6.0, COSMOlogicGmbH&Co.KG);
(4) calculation of the properties (PL, SW, SO,KAW,KOW andKOA)

with COSMOtherm (v.C2.1 release 01.10, COSMOlogic GmbH
& Co. KG). For compounds having several energetically stable
conformers, an overall average property value was calculated

as a weighted average from the Boltzmann distribution suggested
in the references.[24,25] For details see the Accessory publication
(‘Equation for calculating weighting factors based on Boltzmann

distribution’ section).
The computational time required for a full conformer search

was prohibitive for many of the polyfluoroalkyl phosphate

esters (PAPs) because of the large number of possible confor-
mations. For instance, 39 209 possible starting conformers were
found for the diPAP with the shortest carbon chain, 4 : 2 diPAP,
in the first step of the conformer search. Even with the fastest

semi-empirical MOPAC gas phase optimisation, each starting
conformation requires,3min of computation time. Therefore,
we have calculated physicochemical properties of only the most

likely single stretched conformer of all PAPs except for 4 : 2 and
6 : 2 monoPAP.

Chemicals

We selected a set of model evaluation chemicals that included
the fluorotelomer alcohols (FTOHs) and some other PFASs to
evaluate the performance of COSMOtherm based on the avail-

ability of measured property data. We then extended the appli-
cation of COSMOtherm to a large and diverse set of PFASs for
which no or very few measured data are available. This second

set of PFASs includes the most widely used perfluoroalkyl acids
(PFAAs), their known precursors and some important inter-
mediates that have been identified in degradation studies. The

substances studied here are among those highlighted in a recent
review of PFASs in the environment.[26] More detailed infor-
mation on the chemicals, including their CAS number and

structural formulae can be found in the Accessory publication
(Tables A2–A27).

Evaluation of estimated property data

Two strategies were used to evaluate the calculated property
data: external comparison and internal consistency checks.
External comparison consists of evaluating our property esti-

mates for the set of model evaluation compounds against mea-
sured property data. For the FTOHs, we compare our results to
measured data below; for the other PFASs, we present a com-

parison of model results with the few available measured data in
the Accessory publication (‘Comparison with available exper-
imental data for the other PFASs’ section). Since comparison of
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different estimation methods is not the main focus of this work,

property estimates generated with EPISuite (US EPA) and
SPARC for FTOHs are not listed here, but are provided in the
Accessory publication (‘Comparison of experimental data with

estimates from COSMOtherm, EPISuite and SPARC’ section).
Two types of internal consistency check were used. First, con-
formation types found by the software and their contribution to
the calculated property value were evaluated by checking their

3-D geometry and corresponding weighting factors estimated
for different members of a compound class. Second, the con-
sistency of different properties of each compound was checked

as suggested by Cole and Mackay[27] by evaluating the errors
in the following equations (where SA is the solubility in air
(molm�3); R is the gas constant (J mol�1 K�1); and T is absolute

temperature (K)):

SA ¼ PL=ðRTÞ ð1Þ

KOA ¼ SO=SA ð2Þ

KOW ¼ SO=SW ð3Þ

KAW ¼ SA=SW ð4Þ

KOA ¼ KOW=KAW ð5Þ

Results

Evaluation of COSMOtherm against measured properties
of FTOHs

In agreement with previous studies,[21,28,29] we found several
energetically stable conformers for FTOHs. These belong to two
groups: stretched conformations (SCs) and conformations with

an intramolecular hydrogen bond between the hydroxylic proton
and fluorine attached to the C3 carbon (electrostatically inter-
acting conformations, EICs), Fig. 1.

In general, for FTOHs with a given chain length, the EIC

conformer has higher PL (,1 log unit), higher KAW (,1.5 log
units), lowerKOA (,1.5 log units) and lower SW (,0.5 log units)
than the SC conformer. However, these two conformers have

similar KOW values (for details see Table A29 in the Accessory
publication). The EICs are the predominant species in the gas
phase (.75% of all molecules for all FTOHs), whereas the SCs

are prevalent in water and octanol (from 50 to ,80% of all
molecules for different FTOHs). Detailed calculation results
referring to each conformer can be found in Table A29 in the

Accessory publication.
The average property values based on the weighted contri-

bution of all conformers agree with the experimental data within
one order of magnitude in all cases (Fig. 2). PL and KOA

predictions are very close to the empirical data (differences

are smaller than �0.2 log units except for PL of 10 : 2 FTOH),

whereas the KOW and KAW predictions are slightly lower than
the experimental data (up to one log unit for KAW of 10 : 2
FTOH). Modelled SW values for 4 : 2 FTOH, 6 : 2 FTOH and

10 : 2 FTOH agree well with the experimental data, whereas the
estimated value for 8 : 2 FTOH is higher than the experimental
value by one log unit. Also shown in Fig. 2 are property data
calculated by Arp et al.[21] with COSMOtherm. Amore detailed

comparison with the data from this earlier study can be found in
the Accessory publication (‘Comparison of experimental data
with estimates from COSMOtherm, EPISuite and SPARC’

section).
When inserted into Eqns 1–5, the property data estimated

with COSMOtherm showed better internal consistency than

the experimental KOA, KOW and KAW, which had deviations of
up to 0.7 log units for 10 : 2 FTOH. In particular, KAW estimates
calculated frommeasuredPL and SWdeviated by up to one order
of magnitude for 10 : 2 FTOH from the experimental KAW

values. The observed low internal consistency of the experi-
mental data indicates that there is likely a measurement error in
one (or all) of PL,

[29] SW
[30,31] or KAW.

[19]

COSMO calculation results for other PFASs

Acomplete list of PFASs examined in this study, for which there

are few or no measured physicochemical properties available,
is included in the Accessory publication (see Tables A30–A33,
130 chemicals in total). For most targeted PFASs only stretched

conformations (SCs)were found, since intramolecular hydrogen
bonding is not possible. However, conformational analogues
to the EICs of the FTOHs were found for PFCAs and per-
fluorinated sulfonamido ethanols (PFSEs). A detailed list is

provided in Table A34 in the Accessory publication.
For PFCAs, conformations with a likely intramolecular

hydrogen bond between the acidic proton and a fluorine atom

attached to the b carbon (EICs) were found (Fig. 3). In contrast
to the EICs of FTOHs, those of the PFCAs have lower PL than
the SCs by a factor of 2–3 and constitute only a small proportion

of PFCAs in both gas phase and solvents (less than 2%). A
possible explanation is that the energy barrier to twist the acidic
proton into a position to form the intramolecular hydrogen bond
is prohibitively high, as suggested by Arp et al.[21]

For some of the PFSEs, conformations with an intramolecular
hydrogen bond between the hydroxyl proton and the oxygen of
the sulfonic acid (OxyEICs, Fig. 4) were found. This type of

hydrogen bond is likely very strong, as calculations show that the
OxyEICs have little potential to act as an H donor in intermolec-
ular interactions (blue area in Fig. 4) in comparison with the SCs.

This reduces the potential for intermolecular hydrogen bonding
of this conformation, and probably accounts for the finding that
the OxyEIC has a higher PL than the corresponding SC, as it was

observed for FTOHs. However, in spite of its higher PL, the

H
F

C

O

EIC

SC

H2C
C
H2

R

F

Fig. 1. Stable conformations of 4 : 2 fluorotelomer alcohol (4 : 2 FTOH): stretched conforma-

tion (SC, left) and intramolecular electrostatically interacting conformation (EIC, right).
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OxyEICs are not predominant in the gas phase (in the case of

EtFOSE, only 32% of molecules in the gas phase are OxyEICs).
The abundance of the OxyEICs conformer is probably limited by
the energetic stability of the seven-element ring.

The calculated KAW and KOW of the PFASs are illustrated in
structure–property relationships in Fig. 5. Plots ofPL, SW and SO

are shown in Fig. A1 in the Accessory publication. Physico-

chemical properties of PFASs with the same fluorinated chain
length but different functional groups, and with the same
functional group but different perfluorinated chain length can

be compared in Fig. 5. Note, the horizontal axis indicates the
number of perfluorinated carbons, and not the total length of the
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Fig. 3. Stretched conformation (SC, left) and intramolecular electrostatically interacting conformation (EIC, right) of

perfluorobutanoic acid, PFBA.
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carbon chain of polyfluorinated alkyl substances that include
CH2 linkers.

In general, KAW is much more variable (,12 orders of
magnitude, Fig. 5 top left) than KOW (,2 orders of magnitude,
Fig. 5 bottom left) for all selected PFASs with the same

perfluorinated chain length. Within a series of substances with
the same functional group, both KAW and KOW increase with
increasing perfluorinated chain length. In a group of substances

with the same perfluorinated chain length the nature of the
functional group significantly influences the partitioning
behaviour of the compounds. For example, the KAW values of

different PFASs are split into three groups (Fig. 5, top left),

which correspond to substances (i) with an apolar functional
group (no H acceptor or H donor, highestKAW values), (ii) with

one monopolar or bipolar functional group (having either or
both H acceptor and H donor properties, intermediate KAW

values), and (iii) with two bipolar functional groups (lowest

KAW values). Another notable trend in the data is that introduc-
tion of a CH2 group between a bipolar functional group and
the perfluorinated chain decreases the KAW values (Fig. 5, top

right).
We additionally estimated property data for the branched

isomers of C4–C8 PFCAs. For C4–C7 PFCAs, we considered

all possible structural isomers, and for C8 PFCA (PFOA) we

O H

O

O
N

H2C

H2C
S

F

F

R

SC OxyEIC

Fig. 4. Stretched conformation (SC, left) and intramolecular electrostatically interacting conformation (OxyEIC, right) of N-ethyl perfluorooctane

sulfonamido ethanol, EtFOSE. Red and yellow areas in the charge density maps at left indicate high electron density (partial negative charge) and blue

areas indicate low electron density (partial positive charge).
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estimated the four most abundant isomers found in one major

commercial product, namely three monomethyl and one isopro-
pyl isomer, which together account for 98% of the branched
isomers of PFOA.[20] The properties for the branched isomers

are compared with those of the corresponding linear isomer in

Fig. 6.
The branched isomers have generally lower KOW and KOA

and higher PL and SW than the linear counterparts, but can have
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either higher or lower KAW than the linear isomers (see Table

A35 in the Accessory publication). The variability in the
predicted properties of branched isomers increases with increas-
ing chain length (C4–C7); the largest deviations from the

properties of the linear isomers are, in most cases, observed
for isomers with either dimethyl or monoethyl-monomethyl
branching patterns. However, in technical mixtures derived
from ECF, PFCA isomers with monomethyl and isopropyl

branching patterns are much more abundant than others.[32]

Therefore, the variability in property data shown in Fig. 6 is
likely an upper limit, since in all cases the predominant isopro-

pyl and monomethyl isomers have similar properties to their
linear counterparts with differences smaller than 0.5 log units. In
other words, it is likely that the branched isomers that are most

predominant in PFCAs in the environment are not very different
in behaviour from their corresponding linear isomers.

Discussion

Limitations of property estimations

Previous work with COSMOtherm[21–25] suggested that it was

likely to be a suitable method for estimating partitioning prop-
erties of PFASs for use in environmental fate modelling. How-
ever, in this application, COSMOtherm also has limitations.

For PFASs with acidic functional groups, COSMOtherm can

only estimate property data for the neutral form of the substance.
For some PFAAs, especially the strongly acidic PFSAs, the
neutral form represents only a small fraction of all molecules at

pH values typical in the environment, and likely does not play a
major role in controlling environmental behaviour. In contrast,
for PFCAs it has been suggested that the neutral form may be

relevant in environmental transport and partitioning processes[18]

as well as in bioaccumulation.[33]

In addition, COSMOtherm estimates made here represent

only the properties of PFAS monomers. However, in reality,
most PFASs consist of a hydrophobic (perfluoroalkyl chain of
varying length) and a hydrophilic (carboxyl, sulfate, phosphate,
etc.) part. Therefore, they can adsorb on air–water,[34–37]

sediment–water[38,39] and air–particle[40] interfaces as mono-
mers, a mixture of molecular aggregates or both (depending
on PFAS concentrations and prevailing pH values) even at very

low concentration.[41–43] This surfactant-like nature compli-
cates the understanding of the environmental behaviour of
PFASs, as there is still no clear and coherent interpretation of

how the accumulation of aggregates at interfaces influences the
environmental fate of PFASs.[44–46]

Performance evaluation of COSMOtherm for FTOHs
and some other PFASs

As shown in Fig. 2, most estimated property data for the FTOHs
are close to the experimental data. The largest differences are up

to one order ofmagnitude. Except forKOW, only one (SW) or two
(KAW) compounds are outliers within the homologous series.
Examination of possible explanations for these outliers is useful
to evaluate the overall performance of COSMOtherm.

In the case of KOW, the discrepancy may reflect some
systematic bias in the COSMOtherm predictions, since all
estimated values are lower than the experimental data to the

same extent (,0.6 log units); both the measured and estimated
data series show similar changes in the partition coefficient with
increasing carbon chain length.

The water solubility (SW) of 8 : 2 and 10 : 2 FTOH estimated
with COSMOtherm represents substances in the subcooled-
liquid phase, whereas the measurements were made on solid

phase substances.[30] Therefore, to compare the data they need to

be harmonised by correction with the Gibbs energies of fusion,
DfusG, obtained from Liu and Lee[30] as suggested in a previous
study.[47] After the correction, the solid phase SW (mol L�1)

calculated with COSMOtherm for 10 : 2 FTOH is log SW¼
�7.79 (before it was log SW¼�7.12) and thus close to the
experimental data (log SW¼�7.71). For 8 : 2 FTOH, the adjust-
ment also reduced the discrepancy, but the solid phase SWof 8 : 2

FTOH is still ,1 log unit higher than the experimental value.
For KAW, the estimated values of 8 : 2 FTOH and 10 : 2

FTOH are,1 log unit lower than the empirical data. However,

the empirical data may have large uncertainty. In the original
paper,[19] the authors only measured 4 : 2 and 6 : 2 FTOH. The
reported KAW for 8 : 2 FTOH was estimated from measured SW
and PL values. Since the authors have not specified which
measured values of SW and PL they used, the result cannot be
exactly reproduced. However, in the case of 8 : 2 FTOH, if we
convert the reported subcooled-liquid PL (Pa) (log PL¼ 0.60[29])

into solubility in air (SA, mol L�1) (log SA¼�5.79) and combine
it with the reported solid phase SW (mol L�1) (log SW¼
�6.38[30,31]), we are able to estimate the KAW (logKAW¼ 0.59)

and find that is very close to the reported KAW (logKAW¼
0.58[19]). Therefore, it is likely that the KAW of 8 : 2 FTOH was
overestimated, because PL for the subcooled liquid was com-

bined with SW for the solid state. Since the KAW value of 10 : 2
FTOH was estimated through extrapolation based on the 4 : 2–
8 : 2 FTOH values, it is likely to be overestimated as well.

Additionally, we compared the available experimental data
and our estimates for several other PFASs. In contrast to those
for FTOHs, the experimental data for these other classes of
PFASs include only some properties and only parts of each

homologous series. However, the agreement is fairly consistent
in that all comparisons betweenmeasurements and estimates are
usually within one order of magnitude. More detailed informa-

tion can be found in the Accessory publication (‘Comparison
with available experimental data for the other PFASs’ section).

Structure-related intermolecular interaction affects
the partitioning behaviour of PFASs

In this work, we have investigated the partitioning of PFASs

between the gas phase (air) and two liquid phases (water and
octanol). In the gas phase, there are no intermolecular interac-
tions, whereas van der Waals and in many cases hydrogen-bond

interactions (H bonds) of PFASswith solventmolecules occur in
the liquid phases. In addition, when PFAS molecules transfer
into a liquid phase, there is a free energy cost to form a cavity in

the new phase (i.e. to break the interactions between solvent
molecules). Therefore, the partitioning behaviour of PFASs
depends on the overall effect of the intermolecular interaction

strength between PFASs and solvent molecules and the free
energy cost of cavity formation,which depends on themolecular
volume of the PFASs for a given solvent.[48,49]

In the air–water system, the partitioning is controlled by

the PFAS intermolecular interactions with water and the energy
cost for forming a cavity in water to accommodate the PFAS
molecule. The apolar PFASs such as perfluorinated alkanes are

only capable of van der Waals interactions with water. These
interactions are much weaker than H-bond interactions between
water molecules that must be broken to form a cavity, and thus

apolar PFASs have high air–water partition coefficients. In
contrast, PFASs with monopolar (H donor or H acceptor) or
bipolar (H donor and H acceptor) functional groups form H
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bonds with water molecules, which partially compensate for the

energy cost associated with breaking H bonds between water
molecules to form a cavity. These compounds therefore have
air–water partition coefficients up to 12 orders of magnitude

lower than the apolar PFASs. Those compounds with two
bipolar functional groups have the lowest KAW values, presum-
ably because they can form more H bonds.

The variability of KOW values among all PFASs of the same

perfluorinated chain length is small (less than two log units).
In the water–octanol system, the partitioning behaviour is
controlled by intermolecular interactions between the PFAS

molecules and the water and octanol molecules, and the energy
of cavity formation in the two solvents. Water forms stronger H
bonds than octanol; however, differences in KOW for PFASs

with a given perfluorinated chain length are small, so it is
difficult to identify clear and consistent trends attributable to
the functional group.

Comparisons among the PFASs within one homologous

series with the same functional group show that both KAW

and KOW increase with increasing perfluorinated chain length.
Compounds that have the same functional group undergo simi-

lar interactions with neighbouring molecules, and thus the
difference in their partitioning is controlled by differences in
the energy cost for cavity formation, which is proportional to

chain length (or molecular size). Although the addition of a CF2
group increases the van derWaals interactions, itmoremarkedly
increases the free-energy costs for creating a cavity in the

solvent. Water forms stronger H bonds than octanol and has a
smaller molar volume, thus more H bonds must be broken to
form a cavity to accommodate a PFAS. Therefore, partitioning
into the phase with lower free energy costs for cavity formation

(air in the air–water system and octanol in the octanol–water
system) is favoured with increasing chain length, which leads to
increasing KAW and KOW values.[19]

Another interesting observation is that the introduction of
CH2 between the perfluorinated carbon chain and the bipolar
functional group increases the polarity of the functional group

leading to a lower KAW despite the higher free energy cost of
cavity formation relative to a compound with a perfluorinated
chain. The more CH2 groups are present, the more polar the
functional group is (we compared PFSAs and FTSAs with a

group of hypothetical fluorotelomer sulfonic acids (X1FTSAs)
with only one CH2 between the fluorinated chain and the
functional group). It is likely that the introduction of CH2 groups

leads to higher negative polarity of the functional group, because
the functional groups are shielded by the CH2 groups from the
electron withdrawing effect of the perfluorinated chain; this

effect increases with increasing number of CH2 groups between
the fluorinated chain and the functional group.[50]

As shown in the ‘Results’ section, different conformations

of a PFAS can have markedly different partitioning behaviour.
Depending on the fraction of each conformation that is assumed
to be present, the results for the partition coefficients vary
considerably. To reduce this uncertainty, we conducted an

extensive conformer search that covered thousands of possible
candidates and took the energetically relevant fractions into
account. However, for the PFSEs in particular, it is difficult to

distinguish the contribution of each type of conformer to the
partitioning behaviour. The EICs were found in some com-
pounds within a homologous series (e.g. EtFOSE), but not for

the others. Causes for this finding could not be identified.
Recently, Rayne and Forest used SPARC, EPISuite and the

semi-empirical PM6 method to estimate some properties for

branched and linear isomers, and emphasised the importance of

implementing isomer-specific partitioning into environmental
fate models.[2,51–53] However, they estimated properties for all
theoretically possible isomers, whereas in reality only some of

these occur.[32]

In our estimations, the branched isomers of PFCAs exhibit a
partitioning behaviour that may differ considerably from that
of the linear counterparts, if all theoretically possible branched

isomers are considered. This finding is consistent with Rayne
and Forest.[2] These differences can be explained by the dif-
ferent interaction of branched and linear isomers with the

surrounding solvent. The existence of branched CF2 groups
may increase the probability of EIC formation, leading to higher
PL. In addition, most branched isomers have smaller molecular

volume (see data in Table A36 in the Accessory publication)
than the linear ones and thus need less free energy to form a
cavity in the solvents, leading to higher SW.However, our results
in Fig. 6 show that both isopropyl and monomethyl isomers,

which are the most abundant branched isomers found in the
technical products,[32] are only slightly different from the linear
counterparts (within 0.5 log units).

Our results thus indicate that the consideration of branched
isomers may only slightly influence the overall partitioning of a
mixture of branched and linear isomers produced by the ECF

process. Because large efforts (computational or laboratory) are
required to determine the partitioning properties of all isomers,
a simplifying approach may be taken, using only partitioning

properties of linear isomers when only the overall distribution of
PFASs but not the behaviour of a particular branched isomer is
of interest. However, caution is warranted in using this approach
since it has been found that three branched PFOS isomers

degrademore rapidly than their linear analogueswhen subjected
to UV light in the presence of water or alkaline 2-propanol.[54]

Also, it has been found that the linear isomers of PFOA and

PFNA are preferably accumulated in rainbow trout.[55] For such
environmental processes that include isomer-specific mechan-
isms, it is recommended to investigate the properties of different

isomers individually.

Limitations and outlook

The modelled property data reported here refer only to the

neutral species of PFASs, but they can be used to estimate dis-
tribution ratios that describe partitioning of both the neutral
and ionised species in environmental models.[48] However, this

approach requires knowledge of the pKA of the PFAAs, which
are highly uncertain for some species, most notably the
PFCAs.[2,13,44,56] During our COSMOtherm calculations, we

also estimated pKA for PFCAs, PFSAs, PFSiAs and PFPAs,
including some branched isomers for C4–C8 PFCAs. However,
we noted that the pKA estimates are highly dependent on the

chosen conformations of the neutral species and the anionic
species. For instance, with two different conformers of the
PFOA anions (PFO), the predicted pKA values were 2.897 and
0.897. Unfortunately, with the software used, we were only able

to conduct reasonable conformer searches for the neutral form of
PFASs. For the anions, the conformer search remains uncertain,
which leads to high uncertainty of the pKA estimates. We have

listed our pKA estimates in the Accessory publication (Table
A36) for thosewhomay be interested, but these values have high
and unquantifiable uncertainties. In addition, if distribution

ratios are used to model partitioning of PFAS in the environ-
ment, they should consider specific sorption of anionic PFAS on
organic matter (e.g. soil,[38] biota[9]).
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Another limitation is that we have only estimated absorptive

partitioning of PFASs. However, recent studies have shown that
PFASs can also adsorb to interfaces as previously discussed and
that these adsorption properties could have a strong influence on

the environmental distribution of PFASs.[18] Goss has tested the
possibility using COSMOtherm to predict adsorption constants
for the air–water interface for a set of more than 200 organic
compounds[57] that included some FTOHs and fluorotelomer

olefins.Moreover,Arp andGoss have developed aCOSMOtherm-
based model to predict the partitioning behaviour at the gas–
particle interface and evaluated it with some measurement for

C6–C8 PFCAs.
[40]

In summary, the property data estimates made in the current
study alone are not sufficient to describe the behaviour of PFASs

in environmental fate models. However, they provide a basis for
further environmental modelling in some cases and insight into
the relationship between chemical structure and physicochemi-
cal properties of PFASs. In particular, the quantitative structure–

property relationships displayed in Fig. 5 demonstrate the
correlations between the chemical structure and physico-
chemical properties of PFASs, and this information can be

extrapolated to the likely environmental behaviour of PFASs.
Information of this type may be useful to support the design of
less hazardous (greener) chemicals that have the same value in

use as the current generation of PFAS products.
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